ENHANCING ICANN ACCOUNTABILITY
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Adobe Connect Chat Archives

Alice Jansen: Hello, my name is Alice and I will be monitoring this chat room. In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants.

Alice Jansen: All chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-standards

Alice Jansen: When submitting a question that you want us to read out loud on the mic, please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. When submitting a comment that you want us to read out loud of the mic, once again provide your name and affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a <COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.

Albert Daniels: Trinidad hub is active now at 5:37 AM

Anthony: alice can you post url where the doc is and the comments teresa refered to?

Alice Jansen: Enhancing ICANN Accountability forum is available here: https://www.icann.org/public-comments/enhancing-accountability-2014-05-06-en

Alice Jansen: Please note that audio is available in other UN Languages: http://london50.icann.org/en/schedule/thu-enhancing-accountability

Bob Ochieng: Audio very good!!

Robin Gross: ICANN Board Chair said accountability is both "inter-dependent" & "inter-related" with the IANA stewardship transition. Hope the CEO heard.

Javier Rodriguez: Mr Chehade said, many times "We want to know who pay to the ones that want accountability as pre-requisite of the transition process, we want to know WHO pays you?"

Javier Rodriguez: His next argument is "Are YOU accountable? Are your constituency fully accountable to its members?".
Javier Rodriguez: He said the same to the GAC members (disregarding that they are pay by their govmts and are fully accountable to their goverments, and ultimately to their citizens.

Javier Rodriguez: So... those arguments can not be used with GAC members but no further reasoning was made.

MarcoH: Hello? Lost audio
MarcoH: back
Michael Flemming: What was that
MarcoH: sounded like a switch to spanish translation
Robin Gross: more than just "livlihood depending on Internet."
Alice Jansen: When submitting a question that you want us to read out loud on the mic, please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. When submitting a comment that you want us to read out loud of the mic, once again provide your name and affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a <COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>. Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.

randy: this is amazingly rude
ISOC Cameroon Chapter: Hi all
ISOC Cameroon Chapter: http://stream.icann.org:8000/lhr50-sandringham-fr-lo.m3u
ISOC Cameroon Chapter: stream not work
Alice Jansen: Thank you for flagging this - our tech-team is looking into the issue.
ISOC Cameroon Chapter: OK
Alice Jansen: Are there any remote participants that would like to make a comment or ask a question? If so, please start your sentence with <QUESTION> or <COMMENT> and end it with <QUESTION> or <COMMENT>.
Cintra Sooknanan: +1 Steve
Cintra Sooknanan: this external accountability must exist
Cintra Sooknanan: with the increased remuneration of the board this is necessary
randy: this is a business point of view, not societal
Cintra Sooknanan: it's a view that is necessary to ensure that board members work efficiently and effectively in the overall community interest
iptv.ateneo: can the philippines ask also?
iptv.ateneo: using camera and mic, audio and video?
guest 3: @iptv.ateneo, are you a hub?
iptv.ateneo: yes, we are an interactive hub
Alice Jansen: Philippines hub, please work with Cory when you are ready to go up on the screen. Thank you!
John Poole: I am surprised to see Strickling so vocal and trying to steer the discussion -- will he be here 3 years from now still trying to "run the show"?
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: @iptv ateneo can you connect on skype to joycedogniez please
guest 3: @Philippines, I got your question we are working on it
Javier Rodriguez: <QUESTION> In other room was stated that ICANN can not extend the accountability to the administrators of the ccTLDs because they exist before ICANN. Is this correct? ICANN got the IANA/Postel duties and trustee agreements... so the Board think that the ccTLDs administrators are a separate part or are part of ICANN and are under the accountability obligation too? </QUESTION>
Alice Jansen: Thank you for your question, Javier - we will voice your question in the room.
ISOC Uganda Chapter: What are the key implementation methods that are being use to enhance reachout of ICANN polices and operations in developing countries especially in Africa?
guest 3: @Philippines, are you in the Hangout? We need to touch base with you to get ready for the video
iptv.ateneo: yes, we are using Hangout
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: @Philippines can you move the camera to whoever will ask the question please?
iptv.ateneo: okay, we are ready to ask a question
Alice Jansen: Reminder: Are there any remote participants who would like to make a comment or ask a question? If so, please start your sentence with <QUESTION> or <COMMENT> and end it with <QUESTION> or <COMMENT>.
iptv.ateneo: this is the gmail address we're using for hangout:
iptv.ateneo@gmail.com
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: @Philippines, you are up next
iptv.ateneo: can we have another filler before us
iptv.ateneo: for a while
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: are you ready?
iptv.ateneo: scratch that, we're ready to go next
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: perfect
iptv.ateneo: the one who will be asking is Dr. Celso, Academe
iptv.ateneo: thanks!
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: one more from the room and then it's you
iptv.ateneo: okay, noted
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: can you please do a sound test please?
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: count to 10
iptv.ateneo: okay
iptv.ateneo: did you hear us?
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: you are on
guest 3: that's you
Javier Rodriguez: <COMMENT> Thanks about the previous question. I just
want to note that there are DOUBLE ACCOUNTABILITY for ccTLDs. One, as
Becky has stated to their local national laws. The other accountability is in
front of the organization that gave, or give, the trustee category to the
local administrator of the ccTLD. If ICANN give that responsibility to an
organization then that organization, that administrator of the ccTLD,
becomes accountable in front of ICANN. Postel stated in RFC 1591: it is for
serving communities, don't talk to me about property. So, in my opinion
ccTLDs have DOUBLE accountability.</COMMENT>
Alice Jansen: Reminder to all participation: If you who would like to make
a comment or ask a question, please start your sentence with <QUESTION>
or <COMMENT> and end it with <QUESTION> or <COMMENT>.
iptv.ateneo: thank you, I think that's all for now
iptv.ateneo: from our side
guest 3: Thanks to you ISOC Philippines
Joyce Dogniez, Internet Society: the question from Bondo Kenya was about
the contribution of academicia in ICANN accountability being a principle
stakeholder in Internet Ecosystem
Javier Rodriguez: Thanks for the answer. I hear it. Of course we don't
agree. In next weeks I will develop a work related to the issue. Available
for all, ask for it at my account: NetLiberum@gmail.com Thanks to all!
Alice Jansen: Reminder to all participants: If you who would like to make
a comment or ask a question, please start your sentence with <QUESTION>
or <COMMENT> and end it with <QUESTION> or <COMMENT>.
iptv.ateneo: Hello, us participants here in the Philippines will be signing out in a while. The university building is closing in a bit so we need to pack up as well. We thank you all for accommodating us! We very much appreciate also the support you gave us for the interactivity today. Thank you!

guest 3: Thank you for joining us Philippines!

Sivasubramanian M: On the Remote comment from Kenya in response to my comment on Accountability / oversight transition: My comment was brief and probably has not conveyed the suggestion clearly, Please see my comment together with http://forum.icann.org/lists/comments-enhancing-accountability-06may14/pdgdrbgMdsKf.pdf and http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/ianatransition/attachments/20140509/5342bbfa/NTIACommentfromInternetSocietyIndiaChennai3.pdf The idea is to strengthen and balance ICANN within so much so that the actions of ICANN would be well balanced within, with checks and balances within. This would make it somewhat unnecessary to have a separate oversight process,. This is not to say that ICANN is ONLY accountable within, ICANN certainly is accountable to the whole world of Global Internet users. The strengthening and balancing of ICANN from within would make it more and more possible for ICANN to fulfil its commitments to the world :)

Albert Daniels: Thank you from the Caribbean Hub in Trinidad

Alice Jansen: Thank you for your participation! The session archives will be available on this page: http://london50.icann.org/en/schedule/thu-enhancing-accountability